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The Room    19o7    M
Pinter s first play written m four days for the
drama department of Bristol "University is al
ready characteristic Eose left alone at night fe
nervouoly aware of the door of her dingy room
especially when a blind Negro Riley enters
with a message from her father Her busbar d on
his return savagely tolls Haley and Pose goes blind
The murder of Piley possibly a rather clumsy
death symbol is melodramatic but the bt room
is a vivid dramatic image of man s tiny area of
comfort in an mdi&Lrent universe
D8RECTORY OF DRAMATISTS
The situation that first fascinated him was that
of " room a door md two people He has said
Obviously they are scared of what w outride the
room The danger that breaks in on them is Kith
comic and shocking but bizarre as the predica
ment may he the play is anchored m actual ex
penence I think it is impossible he says
—and certainly for me—to start writing a play
from any kind of abstract idea	I start
writing a play from an image of a situation and a
couple of characters involved and these people
..Iwws remain for me auite real
But hij baac situation l <=o novel and struars
th it lAe poetry it can be interpreted on rnort
t'i in one level both as a revelation of those period^
of intense private anxiety when the individual
ill but distraught holds on precariously to some
tiny foothold and also as ->n image of the predica
meat of the whole human race whose existence 15
threatened by ungovernable forces Like Kafka
•whom he admires Pinter expresses vividly the
reelmg of inscrutable menace from some vague
hinterland invading humdrum human existence
The Birthday Party in particular has much m
common with Kafta s The Trial
In his first three plays the threat is left deli
berately unexplained so that an aura of mystery
surrounds the action and violence actually breaks
through but in The Caretaker there develops a
more subtle menace from within threatening the
mind rather than the body and there is no overt
•violence
The theme of uncertainty has persisted through
out In his flret play The Boom 1957 he mysti
fled his audience by contradictory information
abont insignificant details This trick served
perhaps to heighten the atmosphere of insecurity
but some cntics found it irritating and in later
plays The Collection for instance we find instead
a highly significant uncertainty as to peoples
veracity and motives Pinter has explicitly
stated that imprecision conveys a truer picture
<f onr experience The desire for verification
is understandable he says but cannot always
be satisfied and he points out that it is particu
laxly difficult to be precise about people b inner
life and motives especially if they are marticn
late He consistently rejects the r61e of the omni
scient playwright like Ibsen and looks at his
characters through the eyes of the ordinary
observer frequently puzzled by human incon
sistencies
A related theme has been the ambiguous nature
of personal identity treated with increasing m
sight from the puzzle as to who Biley may be in
The Momn to the pathos of maimed personality in
The Caretaker and the posabihty of divided
personality in The Lover Some of the disturbing
fascination that Pinter exerts is due to the state
of uncertainty in which he leaves his audience
As a playwright of the Absurd Pinter is closest
m feeling to Beckett and he shares with lonesco
an awareness of the way that comedy interlocks
with tragedy Everything is funny says
Pinter the greatest earnestness is funny even
tragedy Is funny And I think what I try to do in
my plays is to get to this recognised reality of the
absurdity of what we do and how we behave and
how we speak Occasionally like lonesco he
uses stage furniture to heighten the absurdity
ind both playwrights have a auick ear for the
absurd cliches and non seqytturs of everyday
speech
Pinter is a stylist m the use of stage dialogue
an expert in cockney dialect It is talk rather
than dialogue that he records what Martin Bnber
has described as monologue disguised as dia
logue, for his characters talk at people rather
than to them. They rarely listen or respond,
each bolstering up his self confidence In an Inter
mittent monologue spiced with empty boast
ing This is particularly appropriate to the con.
fused and defeated people he portrays who even
in their defensive jargon Hhrmt; from human con
tact
Although Pinters dialogue appears on the
surface to be little more than a tape recording of
casual talk there is beneath the demotic prose a
poetic rhythm more compelling than the carefully
calculated verse rhythms of T S Eliot
Esslin s Btndy The Peopled Wound 1970 is
recommended
 The Dumb Wa-dn written 1957  produced 1%0
M andP
In a one acter Ben and Gus hired ap"a<.sms
working for some mysterious organisation
unea Hy await their unlniown viet'ni in a base
ment room hi Birmingham The clattering
descent of a mechanical lonesco lite dumb vaiter
increases their anxiety until it is revealed that
the victim is Gus himself Situation and dialogue
are both comic and taut with menace The trite
phraseology as the killers mention the senior
partner the job and clearing up ironically
uses a business jargon The tiny play is a micro
cosm of a treacherous world where violencs can
suddenly break up man s apparent alliances
The Birtliday Parly    19o8    M.
In Pinter s first full length play the room is
in a shabby boarding house tept by the motherly
Meg Here Stanley who claims to have been
a concert pianist has taken refuge until he is
suddenly unnerved by the arrival of a sinister
pan- the specious Goldberg and the brutal
McOann who hke Gus and Ben are there to do a
job They subject Stanley to a fantastic cate
chism a parody of brain washing and dunns his
phoney and ludicrous birthday party he 13 blind
folded and his glasses broken—symbolic of
destrncton of vision. Next morning the pair lead
Stanley away conventionally dressed in black
jacket and striped trousers incapable of speech
his personality disintegrated.
The menace here is economically sustained
through indirect me^ns and the fact that the
identity of the three main characters is never
revealed adds to the terror Some see Stanley as
the political refugee some since he was a pianist
as the artist who is made to conform by the
pressure of society But by Its deliberate Jack of
deftmteness the play has a wide reference to all
who seek refuge from a strange and hostile world
The Caretaker   1860    M.
The play is set m a junk filled room where the
kindly Aston lives hi his brother s derelict house
He brings home an old tramp Davles who
grudgingly agrees to stay as caretaker and
then tries to encroach further by playing off one
brother against the other until finally rejected by
both.
In a naturalistic background Pinter has created
two unforgettable characters presented m
psychological depth with reference to their past
and has depicted then- failure to come to terms
with compassion and restraint
Davies is one who bites the hand that feeds
him. His very identity Is suspect for he passes
under an assumed name having left his papers
years ago at Sidcnp But he never retrieves
them, hke Beckett s Krapp repressing part of his
past Aston haltingly tells Daviea how he once
had periods of unlaue lucidity now destroyed by
a terrifying shock treatment he was subjected to
in mental hospital but Davles only reaction ib
later to threaten him. It is remarkable that when
Aston finally rejects Davies' last encroachment
the plight of the tramp should seem as pitiful as
Aston s own, Pinter having wisely rejected his
first intention to end the play with the violent
death of Davies
TTifa mature play shows a man actually opening
the door to his fears and mastering them. Aston
in his long speech faces the wrong done to him
by people His unique vision destroyed his
only creative outlet has been tinkering with his
hands but as he tries to break out of his isolation

